THE SCIENCE OF DIRECTIONAL SOUND

GO

ALL-IN READY TO GO SOLUTION

►
►

Compact
Easy to install

►

Active amplifier
Confines sound to small area

►

Designed for 24/7 usage

►

Higher Quality Sound
Until recently directional speaker technology did not allow
for high-quality sound and lacked low frequencies. With
Spotphonics, the sound quality is comparable with standard
speakers and is highly audible up to 20 meters away!
Reduced Noise Pollution
Spotphonics offers high-directionality speakers of an
approximately 10 degree angle; an ideal solution to limit
sound pollution.
Plug and Play
Our directional speakers are very easy to install: Everything is
provided, and all that is needed is a power source and a line
input.
Solid Build
Spotphonics products are designed for absolute reliability and
for 24/7 operation. They are burn-tested and compliant with
CE and ROHS requirements. A 2-year warranty is offered as
standard.
Multiple Models
We now offer a choice of models to provide distinct solutions for
various applications and budgets. Model features include wallmounted, swivel-based, all-in-ready-to-go, and wide-reach.
Elegant Design
The refined aesthetic format of our products make them a
sophisticated low-profile sound solution in their environment.
Surprise Effects!
Spotphonics directional speakers can be directed onto objects
such as sculptures or paintings making them come alive with
sound! This causes listeners to instinctively turn to look for
the source - an extremely effective feature in digital signs or
advertising.

Compact Directional Speaker
The Spotphonics GO is a small “Allin-one” solution containing an
active amplifier and a speaker. It is
intended for plug and play use when
easy installation is a priority. It is used
for confining sound to small areas
in museums (information points)
or in stores or commercial areas
(advertising points).
Broadcast your audio messages
straight to your target audience and
nowhere else! Spotphonics offers
an innovative sound generation
technology designed to target sound
like a flashlight creating your virtual
reality audio experience. Now you
can seamlessly deliver your sound
exactly where you want it!

www.spotphonics.com

GO
Technical Specifications

Audio
Directivity			-10dB<15°		
Input Impedance		
10k Ohms		
Frequency Response		
300Hz - 18 KHz 		
Max Audio SPL Output
70dB @ 1kHz / 2 metres
Connectors
Input Connectors		
Analogue audio with		
				TRS 3.5mm interface
Output Connectors		
Phenix

Maximum consumption		

8 W			

Environmental
Operating Temperature
Operating Humidity Range
Storage Temperature		
Storage Humidity Range

-15°C~45°C
0 to 95% (non-condensing)
-20°C to 50°C 		
0 to 95% (non-condensing)

Dimensions			

L 170 x H 70 x D 40 mm

650g 			

Indicators			

Status LED

Weight
Amplifier + Emitter		

Power supply
Power adapter input		
Power adapter output

100V – 240VAC 		
5VDC/3A 		

Warranty			2 years
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